ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
'Machine Translation' [1] [2] [3] [4] is the conversion procedure from one natural language to another. Now a days, it is a very challenging problem in the field of computational linguistics [5] [6] and Natural Language Processing(NLP) [7] . There are thousands of languages throughout the world, and it is quite tough to know all the languages, but using machine translation, one can easily convert the unknown language information to the known one to him. For these reason, this research field has the sky-scraping demand.
We are taking two natural languages: English and Bengali [8] (bi-linguistic model [9] ) for rule based machine translation. Thoughthere are more than 230 millions speakers of Bengali language all over the world (mainly, Bangladesh and north-eastern part of India including West Bengal, Tripura, Assam, Bihar, and Orissa), there are limited number of resources for these language. Here, an advanced approach of machine translation from English to Bengali language is proposed which is based on some prior knowledge based rules; and these rules are applied using fuzzy-ifthen-rule approach.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The approach for rule based E2B machine translation is as follows:
Corpus
A raw corpus is needed for any multilingual Machine Translation (MT). Here we have collected the most common Bengali words and their English term and made the aligned parallel multilingual corpus.
Tag sets for English
We have used Penn Treebank part of speech (POS) tags [7, [10] [11] 
Simple N-grams
A complete word string is {w 1 , w 2 ,w 3 , ... ,w n } or ‫ݓ‬ ଵ . The probability of occurrence of each word (considered as independent event) in its correct location:
For bi-gram: 
Smoothing
We have used the simple smoothing technique, i.e. add-one smoothing [7, 12] . 
Stochastic PoSTagging : HMM Tagger
HMM (Hidden Markov Model) Tagger [7, 13] follows a particular stochastic tagging algorithm, i.e. "pick most-likely tag" approach.
C HMM = max ( P(w | t) * P( t | prev n tag ) ) , where C HMM : HMM Tagger Choice, w: word, t: tag, prev n tag : previous n tags.
T={t 1 , t 2 ,t 3 ,... ,t n } is the set of probable sequence of Tags in the sequence of words W. According to the probabilistic chain rule:
Using most recent two tags approximation :
We have to choose the tag sequence that maximizes:
2.6. Rule-Based Model The English sentence is fed as input; the morphological analyzer analyzes that sentence and extracts the morphemes (smaller meaning bearing units). The morphemes are categorized in two classes :stems and affixes. Each stem is tagged with respect to tag-set of tag library (POS tagging). Now, for E2B translation, the morphemes are checked through simple N-grams and smoothing technique; the morphemes are re-ordered as and when required using knowledge based lemma and fuzzy if-then rules. Each English morpheme is converted into Bengali morpheme using our previously made corpus,these Bengali morphemes are combined together using the prior knowledge based rule to produce correct Bengali sentences as output.
Knowledge Based Rules
Some examples of knowledge based rules, which are used in prescribed method are as follows:
• • Where are you going?
Where/WRB + are/AUX + you/PP + going/VB-ing + ? /SP you/PP + Where/WRB + are/AUX + going/VB-ing + ? /SP + + য -+ ? + + য + ?
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The followings( fig.2(a)-(b) ) are the screenshots of the SQL database table: Fig.2(a) : Table ' taglib', which stores the English word and its equivalent PoS Tag Fig.2(b) : Table ' corpus' stores the English and its equivalent Bengali words
We are usingJAVAX-Swing for implementing our E2B Machine Translator(MT).The packages and classes are shown in fig.3 . 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The proposed E2B-MT produces fairly good results for different English to Bengali sentence translations and the F-Score is more than eighty-one percent. But the main problem of this system is limited corpus. There are only near about two thousand words has been stored in the corpus. For this type of machine translation, we need all possible word stock. The huge amount of corpus gives the scope of good testing and then accuracy will be increasing. So our next venture of the E2B machine translation is to make the corpus more powerful and increasing the accuracy; And make the system genetic algorithm [14] and neural network [15] base, so the global optimality can be reached, and achieved a fast machine translator.
